Community service goal of volunteer organization

The education of Soviet man

Many communities have become aware of the dangerous goings on during Halloween, and parents have even gone far as to pass out cards to trick-or-treaters. But that never works.

The burning eyes and mouths of Halloweens in the past have matured to become more than harmless acts of cruelty and disregard. Or maybe they haven't matured at all. Many people have just become aware of the fact that they can be extremely more than harmless at times.

Halloween is a time for young Americans. And it is a day full of memories for those who are not so young. It is a time of much like Christmas, when the secret, though tainted with commercialism, is also on brotherhood and goodwill. But things are a little different.

The harmless boxhead breasts of Halloweens in the past have matured to become more than harmless acts of cruelty and disregard. Or maybe they haven't matured at all. Many people have just become aware of the fact that they can be extremely more than harmless at times.

When a child gapes his upper because someone thought slipping a razor blade into a trick-or-treat apple was funny, or another gazed into convolutions because someone thought wearing a proper adhesive to stick water taffy, the trick is no longer a trick and the treat is an act of violence and sadism.

Some of the other pranks that have proven to be dangerous, but harmless, are as follows: during Halloween are things like filling up a bicycle tire with water, cutting a piece of piping, and blowing up trash cans with fireworks and other explosives; and a man of a house to trick-or-treaters and other neighbors have invented. Sure, boys will be boys and everybody's just had a little fun, but the consequences have become tragic far too often.

To historically support his talk, Riedtepper initially spoke about political theory in Russia and how it had influenced education around the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Riedtepper noted that before World War II in 1917, 98 percent of the population was illiterate. The Cal Poly Instructor then turned his lecture to the events of the experimental 1917-1918 period between 1917 and 1918. Riedtepper's explanation for the shift in experimentation was that the Communist government no longer existed in Russia.

He explained, "The trend was to throw out everything old. There was no more discipline, no more reading systems, no real division of age groups. It was so..." (continued on page 8)
Editor:

This is to Mr. Vincent.

Let me begin by saying that I share your feelings of animosity toward the heckler in the crowd. Indeed, it takes an immense person to make such a remark (not unlike calling policemen “pigs”)... I understand your concern for these people’s actions. To effect a change in people’s feelings, unfortunately probably won’t come by next week. The problem and the solution, of course, revolves all of us.

For me to tell the heckler that he shouldn’t hate blacks is going to be as effective as if you were a black telling a young street gang in West Oakland that they shouldn’t steal TV sets or beat and rob whites strutting around Lake Merritt because it isn’t nice and it will make them hate blacks. I would hope that this illustrates that the minority makes things tougher for the majority.

The same goes for peace, the crooked one gives the whole group a bad name. Is it fair? Of course not. How do we straighten things out? Good question.

One of my most treasured relationships was with the Johnsons, a middle-aged black couple who ran the cleaners where my mail was delivered, while working in L.A. We were rather cautious of each other at first, but within a couple of weeks we became the best of friends. I remember telling Mrs. Johnson that no black lived in our town because the residents (worrying about their property values) kept pressure on the realtors to keep them out. Her right-handed reply was something for all of us to think about...

...and I bet they all go to Church on Sundays, too.

Mark Wissman

Education In Russia...

(continued from page 1)

COLUMNS

Health Center spin-off

This column, planned to be a recurring feature of the Mustang Daily, is devoted to the well-being of all Poly students. It is to correct misconceptions which can and do creep in at any general education level. It is to promote more efficient and effective use of clinic health services.

Above all, it is to support the concept of prevention of illness and to teach the youth, to eliminate the causes, and practically, at least to minimise the effects of disease at an early stage. It is to promote more efficient and effective use of clinic health services.

Our plan is to present items and ideas which hopefully will be interesting enough and useful enough to attract a regular clientele of readers.

-- ROSSIGLO --

Ski Package Special

ROSSIGLO 2002
$140.00
NEVADA BINDINGS 8 45.00
POLIES 8 15.00
Regularly: 8200.00

Package Deal: 8114.95

WCA Viewpoint will be taken if space permits. Rubbish and other unsanitary material will not be accepted. Viewpoints are expected to be fair and to be signed. Viewpoints will be published as soon as possible, when there is adequate space in the newspaper.

Editor:

WORLD CAMPUSS AFFAIRS: Join Us!

Every Saturday night in October

This is the way we’ve always wanted to learn... and should. Compare yourself with a training seminar of travel to Africa, Australia, Asia, and the Americas. Over 5800 students from 80 colleges have already participated. Financial aid is available. Write now for more information.

WCA, Chapman College

93600

Good till Nov. 2.

Speed’s Reg.

Hamburger

50c

World Campus Affair: Join Us!
The Crop* Club is selling the rest of their jack-o-lanterns today through Wednesday. Starting at 10 a.m. The pumpkins are located next to the Student Union, and the proceeds will go toward a traditional "You pick." over the weekend in the campus pumpkins field.

No treats...
(continued from page 1)

Halloween party during the same hours that most of the vandalism and crime take place. No found that scare wasn’t much of a surprise. The same old troubles plagued the police in the area, and some one thought a great event in the efforts of the Boy’s Club. “You just can’t expect to compete with a tradition like trick-or-treating,” Purcell said.

Perhaps it’s eating too much to do away with trick-or-treating. But is that what holidays like Halloween and others like it are really all about? The idea is supposed to be one of giving and sharing. But, as in so many other instances, a few can spoil it for the majority. I know some of our country. When a mother has to go through her middle candy bag with a fine toothed comb to make sure her doesn’t get poisoned, then something is wrong.

Sure, Halloween would not be the same without the pranks and messes and candy and all the other things that compile the tradition. But even with all these, the celebration is meaningless when the element of goodwill disappears.

If everyone involved considered the consequences and made sure that tricks remained tricks and maintained the idea that brotherhood is what is really all about, maybe things can stay traditional, and nightmares will remain dreams of Halloween, not reality.

Maybe that Psycho-ltern is the address of the police station can wear a smile instead of a frown when it glares out at you this year.

Student volunteers...
(continued from page 1)

As an intermediary between students and the Managua earthquake relief and African famine funds.

New ideas for projects and ways to serve the community are always being considered by the B.S. volunteers who make up BOB. According to Mike Reynolds, a program for handicapped students at Cal Poly will probably be the next project to be developed, and many more are in the planning stage.

To make the organization even more beneficial, Reynolds said he’d like to see volunteers receiving academic credit for their work and “everybody giving a couple of hours a week” of their time to volunteer work.

“We need more and more volunteers,” Reynolds said. “Anyone interested in lending a hand can call 646-8479 or visit the BOB office in Room 817 in the University Union.”

Design and Development

Perform design, checkout, and documentation for state-of-the-art computing equipment, operation from specifications of a logical sequence of components and circuitry for a central computer organization to circuitry for high-speed computers and systems. Additional opportunities to perform design of test equipment to check out computer systems becoming increasingly important in design and circuit design. For EE graduates.

Software Programming

Organize design, development, and implementation of complex software systems; development of original functional design and processing techniques; design and implementation of state-of-the-art database management software and a large-scale on-line multi-programming executive design.

On-campus interviews

Tuesday, Oct. 30

To arrange an appointment, contact the Placement Director in the Occupational Placement Offices now. If you cannot schedule an appointment for the interview date, please send a resume to the University Placement Director or to the address below.
Balanced effort drops Fresno, 28-14

by Bruce Helmst

"Cal Poly really came out and got 'ya," were the words of Fresno State head football coach J.R. Bootz.

The Mustangs came out and got him and his visiting Bulldogs Saturday night by a proportion of 28-14 before an enthusiastic Alumni-remains-only crowd in Mustang Stadium when what they paid and stood for.

The final point total was the most ever scored against a Fresno State team in the Johnson, 19-year-old rivalry of the two teams. It extended the winning streak of the nation's No. 1 rival of the two for the difference, however. Mustang head coach Joe Harper ex-plained, "Fresno State did a good job defending against the run, but in doing so they left it open for the pass."

It took just two plays to see how "open" that meant. After a short running play, quarterback Mike Cudnez dropped back to throw a quick pass to his Banker, Walter Maxie. The sophomore from Santa Ana took the ball and with about a step on his defender and went 89 yards down the center of the field before being caught inside the Fresno State 10-yard line. Hanson had six, and his team had an early lead.

Only two minutes had elapsed and it looked like Fresno State was in for the kind of offensive tour de force many other Mustang fans have felt victim to this year. But the line turned out to be one of the linebacker nature, as a very aggressive defense went after the Mustang passing game with all stops pulled.

After an early, first quarter score, the visitors didn't see paydirt again until the final play of the half, as their hosts piled up three more touchdowns and a safety.

Reserve halfback Gary Davis covered 83 yards up the middle for a score in the first quarter and halfback Rich Gillette got another in the second, sweeping wide on a pitch-out for a 14-yard scoring play.

The offensive burst in the first half put Fresno's Bulldogs in a hole for the remainder of the game and forced them to go to the air. Harper later said, "We anticipated the pass in the second half because they were personnel. We were able to put more pressure on their quarterback with the rush."

The word "pressure" could be taken literally in this case, as Fresno quarterback Rod Malt put Fresno's Bulldogs in a hole for the remainder of the game and forced them to go to the air. Harper later said, "We anticipated the pass in the second half..."